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Who we are
ideology is a disruptive, innovative and direct Face-2-Face BTL communications specialist Face-2-Face
communications specialist, creating perceptible influence between brand and recipient, built on the
pursuit for messaging re-invention, promoting a visual and experiential revolution. ideology applies
it’s skills, thought process and belief system (hence the namesake) to the creative conceptualization,
ethical sourcing, efficient management and effective execution of events, activations, exhibitions,
Shopfitting, sponsorships and production, anywhere in South Africa or abroad. Meaning that we are
always on the ground, in the field, on the battlefront, at the rock face and where the action is.

Where we come from
ideology’s team stems from decades of evolution from numerous faculties of industry, doing the actual ‘hard graft’ on the ground, with over 20 years of experience, providing the necessary background
and direction that has made ideology what it is today, from producing corporate videos, doing
design, in-store promotions and out-of-home activations across the country, to Audio Visual gear
and cool technologies at some of the largest events, to even staging and exhibition stand building.

What we believe
Ideology’s mission statement is to create intimate and tangible connections between our customer and the intended audience through experiences, where message retention and reach results
are improved by utilizing creative, non-traditional and innovative methods, ensuring all elements
are correctly integrated into a quality solution, delivering the ‘golden thread’ throughout.

What makes us different
We are unique due to our specialized experience in a broad field of expertise, covering all marketing aspects and even including exclusive audio visual technologies, making us innovators. Being
a boutique agency also gives the strength of adaptability and flexibility, focus on the specific
project and client, fast turn around times, working within short timelines and limited budget,
with a focus on results.
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WHAT WE DO
OUR BIG 6
EVENTS
A full-service offering from small to large events, whether for new product or service launches;
brand re-launches; media events; year-end functions; awards or gala dinners; cocktail functions;
conferences; fashion shows; concerts; festivals; sporting events; golf days; road trips; team
building; training events; corporate family fun days; fundraisers or charity events; incentive
travel or tours; or even corporate hospitality; you name it, we do it.

ACTIVATIONS
Activations are essentially mini events or promotions, and once again we offer a full-service
package for these, whether for malls or in-store promotions; activations in any out-of-home
locations countrywide; road shows; flash mobs; activations at sponsored sporting events or stadiums, concerts or festivals; or even for a beach or street campaign, you name it, we’ve done it.

EXHIBITIONS
A key strength for ideology is our strong background in stand building and technical equipment, which combines with our eventing experience to provide for a comprehensive offering for
exhibitions and trade shows, whether for education; tourism; home; food; design; motor or
transport; fashion; building; banking and investment; energy; sports; media; eco; outdoor;
business; government or defense; you name it, we can exhibit you there.

SPONSORSHIPS
Assisting customers with their sponsorship portfolio or owned-events.
ideology can assist customers with the strategy, compilation and execution of a sponsorship
portfolio. In addition, ideology endeavors to create owned properties where the potential exists,
for consideration to matchmade customers. Alternatively, ideology can custom create or run an
existing sponsorship property, to suit any client’s needs, including creation and/or running of
music, sports, motoring or industry specific festivals.

SHOPFITTING
Shopfitting follows a very similar line as exhibitions, except that it is on a more permanent
basis. Due to our strength in designing and manufacturing exhibition stands, combined with
our strength with audio-visual equipment and technologies, we are ideally suited to offer
shopfitting with a fresher and more modern approach, combining the additional strength of
understanding how customers experience space.

PRODUCTIONS
In conjunction with the extensive in-the-field services that we offer, a critical part of the mix is
content, bringing the event to life through visuals. The two work hand in hand and is a critical
component to the messaging success of any event. We include the full scope of production
services from pre-, live and post-production requirements including design; filming; photography; editing; animation and audio composition; you name it, we create it.
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HOW WE DO IT
THE PROCESS
Venue

Guest Relations

Travel

Catering

Furniture & Décor

AV Technical

Manufacturing

Production

Entertainment

Activities

Staffing

Branding

IT & Technology
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WHO WE’VE WORKED FOR
OUR EXPERIENCE
We have worked with an extensive number of well-known consumer brands over the years,
from various fields, such as FMCG, Beverage and Liquor, to Phamaceutical, Retail and even Tobacco,
to the Cellular and Motor brands.

To view our projects please visit www.ideology.agency - click the respective logo to see our sample work for that client
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WHAT OUR CLIENT’S SAY
HERE’S WHAT CLIENTS HAD TO SAY ABOUT US AND OUR WORK
NANCY REDDY

Product Manager, Nissan SA
“It is truly brilliant to work with your team and I
am glad that we are getting more opportunities
to do so. I am awed by your innovation and skills
and we so need it, especially for my products.”

DR. Martin Zimmermann

Former CEO & President, Mercedes-Benz SA
“Dear Paul, thanks for your support and your
note! I think this was truly an outstanding
event in all dimensions and execution was just
excellent! It’s been good working with you and
your team, I enjoyed it and we delivered what we
wanted to our customers and the journalists!”

CARIKA VAN DEN BERG

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
“I still get comments in the passage way of
how great the event was and how they were all
blown away with the venue’s transformation
they never expected to see such a show and
interact with technology in such a “nerd friendly
way”. Of all the functions and parties in the
last year, this is the first one that I did not want
to leave – if I could have stayed longer myself
I would have been the one closing the party.
Franz even asked if we will be having dancing
as it was such fun. Axel sent a note to thank the
entire team on the weekend – I have never seen
IT People having so much fun.”

Deon Sonnekus

Gereral Manager Corporate Communications,
Hyundai
“Good day Paul, Thank you for interest in our
Car of the Year presentation – it went rather well
and I received several positive comments from
members of the jury as well as other manufacturers. I think we achieved our objective quite
well, which was to impart information about
our potential COTY winner to the audience in a
clear, concise manner without the boredom of a
standard Powerpoint presentation. Please pass
my appreciation on to Mitch and his team, who
worked very unusual hours to get everything for
audiovisual presentation finished on time. ”

KAREN MACADAM

Brand Manager, Tracker
“Once again a BIG thank you for your hard work
and dedication to making the stand look amazing and fun and interactive. Thank you Paul
for your dedication at the stand when no sales
people are around. Please also thank Jason for
his professionals and amazing MC attitude – we
thought he was great. We certainly feel it was a
stunning stand! Again thank you!”

RABIA TAYOB

Group IT Innovation, Standard Bank
“Everything worked out perfectly, you guys did
a fantastic job. I must say you have an amazing
team. I enjoyed working with each one of you.
I have received lots of great feedback from
participants and executives. Again, thank you
for putting on a remarkable show. Oh, forgot to
mention, everyone loved the food, graphics and
décor as well.”

Nicola van Ast

ShowMax
“Good Morning Rockstars! You guys are the
best in your field. That’s all there is to it. What
an event. THANK YOU. Honestly, I know the late
hours, the last minute changes, the absolute
dedication, the “sure Nix, we’ll get right into that”
when you wanted to kill me. What a pleasure
working with the best. Take a bow.”

VANESSA OLIVER

Deputy CEO, Business Connexion
“Thank you Paul to you and your team as well
as Marc did a fab job as well. We look forward to
having our own little get together and celebrating this great success. TO YOU AND YOUR TEAM
A BIG THANK YOU FROM BCX.”
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OUR BEE & CSR CHARTER
ideology is a level 2 BBB-EE contributor, thanks to our company strategy of being a development
agency, by handing over the necessary education and skills to the less fortunate, as our own
succession plan for the future. Meaning we don’t just fulfil BEE requirements as legally mandated, but we whole-heartedly believe in transformation as a necessity for our country and strongly
incorporate it into our business, by developing and including those up-and-coming candidates
into our daily activities and projects, from the bottom up.

Please email us to request our latest BEE certificate

As part of that development program, ideology is also a strong believer in giving back to its
community and society at large, in whatever way we can, as our internal corporate social responsibility mandate, which one would expect from all members of industry. This is demonstrated in
the multitude of projects and support that ideology provides to social responsibility projects and
charitable initiatives, some of which are detailed in our blog section on our website.

To learn more about us, our services or to get in touch please visit www.ideology.agency

IDEOLOGY AGENCY PTY (LTD)
304 Cedar Creek Estate, Chartwell, Johannesburg, 2191, South Africa
info@ideology.agency | www.ideology.agency | + 27 72 593 9862
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